NEW HAMPSHIRE SUMMER SCHOOL TO EXTEND FROM JUNE 24 TO AUG. 7

COMING SESSION WILL OFFER WIDER RANGE OF COURSES AND BETTER TEACHERS AND FACILITIES

GIVES OPPORTUNITIES TO HIGH SCHOOL GRADS

Regular Balluets to Appear in March—Notable Feature Will Be Six-Woo/woo Course in Public Health—Many Doctors, Dentists, Nurses and Health Workers Enrolled—Varnish Will Be Supplied Regular Teaching Staff

Please mark the calendar for the University of New Hampshire Summer School, which will be in operation from June 24 to August 7, inasmuch as the coming session will offer a much wider range of courses and better teachers and facilities than ever before. Among the special courses in public health, which will be given by an outstanding group of doctors, dentists, nurses, and health workers, will be a five-week session on the care of children. Public Health Course

The various features of the summer session will be a special course in public health, which will be given by an outstanding group of doctors, dentists, nurses, and health workers, who will be visiting the community on the care of children. Public Health Course
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For this he was sent to prison

Rogers Bacon may not have invented gunpowder, as has been claimed by some, rappers of the famous Franciscan friar, but he explored some of the outstanding errors of thirteen century thought. Because he so boldly mathematical calculation, he showed, must be verified by experiment, which discovers truths that speculation could never reach.

In the Research Laboratory of the General Electric Company, Bacon's principles are followed in every experimental investigation. The gas-filled electric lamp and the electron tube were worked out on paper, but it was experimental verification of the underlying mathematical theory that made electric illumination light and X-rays what they are today.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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Odd Items

One of the brightest little jobbers in the world is a newspaper in the country which appears daily on the back of a covey of turkeys. A collector of the stragglers gathers them up for the newspaper, which is then published in a daily paper throughout New England.

In the Boston Daily Globe
Every Day

Dover New Hampshire

Dover Weekly Journal

Tuesday and Thursday, Feb. 12, 1924

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

FRESHMAN BASKETBALL

Country Women of New Hampshire

"What to Wear—More Farm Work"


Friday afternoon will be spent in the city. It is estimated that the state's potato stockers, including the wives and daughters of the state's farmers, will bring forth a plan of the "23 Agriculture by high school students.

They thought that the Agricultural Department posted the plan of inviting athletic teams for next season's work.

Freshman basketball at East Pittsburgh, 9-24.

Meanwhile the boys—and incidental—will probably use either Shaw or Kinsburg, Pr.

Mr. Wesley Watson, '29, of New York City where "War of the Worlds" was played, is visiting here. He took such a glee in the play which he has been seeing that he wrote a letter to the Physical Education department which was published this week.

In the city they do those things in "wheat-shirts." In the country women of New Hampshire's agricultural course, babies, and bleaching themselves out of shape and losing their looks, it seems, is the main feature of the season. The red skirts and sweet nothings are happily out of the way.

Meanwhile the boys—and incidental—will probably use either Shaw or Kinsburg, Pr.
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FUGLISITS WILL SHOW WARES FEB. 15 AT FIRST ANNUAL NOVICE BOXING TOURNAMENT

Twenty Boys in Eight Classes to Fight First Show of Year—Good Bets in This Year’s Class Say Fights—Fighting Will Be Fast and Furious for Future Trade Shows—Future Stars Announced

On Friday evening, February 15, in many of the famous gazettes, the University of New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Commerce will inaugurate a new event in the sport of boxing by holding the first annual novice boxing tournament. This event will be attended by nearly two thousand spectators, who will cheer on the contestants, and that “full admiring crowd” that will be created by the exhibition will excite the interest of the students. The tournament will be held in the college gymnasium, and will be featured by a number of interesting fights, and the contests will be held in the following classes: Lightweights, Light-welterweights, Welterweights, Middleweights, Light-heavyweights, Heavyweights. The men will be matched in such a way as to present an exciting fight and within the reach of the students. The tournament will be open to the general public and will be held in conjunction with the usual program of the college. The matches are scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m., and will continue until 11:00 p.m. The matches will be judged by the officials of the University of New Hampshire, and the decisions of the judges will be final.

LOTHROPS—Farnham Company

DOVER—ROCHESTER—DURHAM

Remember that we carry a full line of Footwear for Women

Plenty of Leather Shoes at $13.50

This Week’s Special

ORIENTAL SUNDAE

Come in and try our HOME MADE

Sandwiches and Pies

HAM CREAM CHEESE PEAUNUT BUTTER OLIVE BUTTER

DURHAM DRUG

CAPITAL $50,000

SURPLUS $40,000

STAFFORD NATIONAL BANK

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers Checks for Sale

Meal Ticket Reductions

Regular Ticket Now $5.00

For $6.00, Cafeteria Ticket

$5.50 Cafeteria tickets are good at the Lunch Counter

COMMONS DINING HALL

THE MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK

CAPITAL $100,000

SURPLUS $90,000

OF DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

A General Banking Business.Transacted

Small Account Solicited

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY

Our Motto: SERVICE, quality SATISFACTION

Ask for It and We Have It

THE CHURCH IN DURHAM

Rev. Moses B. Lovell, Pastor

College Bible

Classes 10:00 A.M.

Morning Worship 10:45 A.M.
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